SOURCESELECT - A Great Supply Chain Partner

To whosoever it may concern:

15 September 2008

SourceSelect, Inc has been a supply chain partner of 3PAR since November of 2004
offering value added third party logistics services. During the last four years,
SourceSelect has helped 3PAR streamline its software releases, reduce errors,
increase customer satisfaction and more importantly help us grow seamlessly by
providing outstanding service. 3PAR has grown five fold in the last four years and
SourceSelect has played a very important role in the success of 3PAR.
SourceSelect has beaten our expectations on product delivery schedules time and
again. This has been very important for us at times and they have never failed us on
this front. In essence their turn around times have been awesome.
SourceSelect collaborated with our QA and production staff during the early stages
of our growth in identifying and streamlining our software release process saving
valuable time and reducing errors with new releases. Working with SourceSelect has
improved our internal processes.
SourceSelect worked with our Product Marketing staff and designers in giving our
software packaging a professional look and thereby increasing our corporate image with
customers. This has led to increased levels of customer satisfaction and repeat
business from our customers.
SourceSelect has been a reliable partner making things happen for us whenever we
needed them whether it was meeting the deadlines on a new release or reworking kits
just in time. They have shown excellent flexibility in meeting our needs.
SourceSelect has been a very valuable resource on our tremendous growth path the
last few years and continue to add value to our operations. SourceSelect is a perfect
company to partner with if you are on a growth path because they take the headaches
out of operations and let you focus on your core competencies.
Please feel free to reach me if you have any questions,
Brian Peterson
Director of Procurement

